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Foreword

Jim Young’s photographs have consistently explored the spiritual realm of human activities, both secular and religious in
nature. Even the titles of Young’s photographic essays bear out his search for the spiritual: Impressions of the Heart, 1990; Cathedrals
of a Different Kind, 1991; With Eyes to See, 1992; and Spiritual Life in Israel, 1996, to name a few, forge a context for his ongoing the-
sis. Whether creating photographs in Mexico, Israel, Greece, or the United States, Young produces visual images that celebrate the rev-
erence of all peoples toward life, a reverence he himself practices both personally and as an artist.

In this new body of work, Young combines all of his photographic acumen and his personal aesthetic to bring the viewer a
unique visual essay. The photographs in From the Stained-Glass Window to the Unspotted Mirror lead us through a private world of
individual as well as group spirituality, sacrifice, and devoutness. The success of this essay lies not only in Young’s skill as an artist but
also in his ability to relate to the individuals he is photographing. Their trust in Jim is evident in the way they have welcomed him
into their world and given him permission to share it with us. This symbiotic relationship, built on trust, love, and an understanding
and sharing in God’s work, has produced an exhibition of unparalleled strength.

Stephen C. Sumner
Professor and Director
Division of Fine and Performing Arts
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Beyond the Stained-Glass Window
To the Unspotted  Mirror

The Discalced Carmelite Nuns of Little Rock, Arkansas

Afew years ago a young woman named Lisa LoPorto entered my life and asked if I would be willing to photograph the Carmelite
Nuns in Little Rock as a way of helping her write an inspirational book on the lives of these cloistered religious people that could

also be used to attract others to their order. I said I would under one condition: that I would have complete freedom to photograph them
as the humans they are rather than the religious icons people often make them out to be. “What exactly does that mean?” asked Lisa.
“Everywhere but in the bathroom or bedroom,” was my rejoinder. “Well,” she said with a curious smile, “can’t lose anything by try-
ing.” After consulting with Sister Mary Magdalen, the Prioress at the time, and she with the rest of her community, the sisters’
response through Lisa was an enthusiastic, “Why not?” The rest is history.

Early on, I asked the sisters if they would like to contribute some written comments for the book, which might also inspire me
in my work with them. I remember one conversation with Sister Mary Magdalen especially well, one that brought both the ideals of
the Carmelites and my inner focus into common bond. I had asked her how she thought others viewed the Carmelite Community and
the manner in which they conducted their lives, and she responded profoundly
with the following:

We Carmelite Nuns are not the stained-glass window saints, posing stiff
and immovable and removed from life. We are real people, hopefully liv-
ing in God’s light and letting that light shine through us to other people.
Our whole aim is to live in God’s presence and give him to others. Our life
is full, but the important thing is not what we do but the love with which
we do it. We imitate Mary, the Mother of Jesus, to whom the church in her
liturgy applies the words of Scripture: “Speculum sine macula —
Unspotted Mirror.” A mirror has no life of its own but reflects the image
of the one gazing into it.... We respond to God’s love and reflect his image
above all by prayer, a prayer which reaches out to others and seeks to bring
the light of Christ to a world enveloped more and more in darkness.

Sister Mary Magdalen’s heartfelt words spelled out the very path we had
been taking together in documenting their lives: simple, ordinary people making a
difference in the world. Real people, prayerful, mirrors of the image of God,
expressed not so much in what they do, but in how they do it. This, then, became
my goal: to be faithful to the inner prompting that each photograph be created and
shared with these characteristics in mind.

If one considers one’s art in the context of life in general, it becomes quite
clear, for example, that the bias that provides one to see the Carmelite Nuns as
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stained glass window saints, posing stiff and
immovable and removed from life, is no different than
seeing gender, black skin, or a different nationality, sexual
preference, or religious belief from a particular bias. The
bias stands forever in the way of seeing the reality of the
person viewed; that is, until some one or some circum-
stance or event moves the viewer profoundly to see life
wholly as it was meant to be seen — to allow ourselves to
see beyond the self-created stained glass window to the
essence of beauty found beneath the facade of our own
creation. Taken in this context, the real beauty of the
essence shines through the surface of the stained glass
image to touch our heart as the image of truth it is. This is
grace — and some would say, enlightenment.

This is the purpose of art, in my humble judg-
ment, as well as the purpose of my life’s work as a human

being and a photographer: to expose the reality of the essence we are, in all I am and through all I do. My life’s work as a fellow cre-
ator of the art life is thus becomes one of letting the camera, much like the
unspotted mirror with no life of its own, reflect the gaze of God in all its man-
ifestations. Each who is photographed, along with each who participates in
viewing these sacred images from a deeper sense of truth, thus comes to see
themselves reflected as the gaze of God. The souls of the viewer and viewed
merge as one in that single, profound moment of knowing, and dignity is found
in each.

Jim Young
Santa Fe, NM
August 22, 1998
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The Window and the Mirror 

This exhibition opens a window on the life of a group that is ordinarily hidden from view. The Discalced Carmelite nuns living in
Little Rock, Arkansas who appear in these photographs pursue an ancient, secluded way of life. Surviving documents say that

third-century Christians in Syria, Israel and Egypt who began moving away from populated areas in larger numbers were pursuing
the best religious life that they saw was possible. Christian monks (who were as often called hermits and were both male and female
from the beginning) wrote that they wanted to separate themselves from the temptations and confusions of life among other people.
Married life, neighbors, the care of children and the novelties of town and city life, in their view, caused more harm than good in the

pursuit of salvation. Second, and most important, the early Desert Fathers and
Mothers withdrew from others in order to encounter God. They knew that their
separation would be a test. Living without the aid of other human beings most of
the time, they would discover whether or not their faith was real. The nuns pho-
tographed here pursue ancient Christian hermit objectives for seclusion.

The nuns also descend from a handful of Christians who moved from
Europe to Israel at the end of the twelfth century. As other Eastern and Western
Christians had done for a long time, a group of men chose to reside in a site in the
Holy Land that possessed great scriptural significance. Some Christians had taken
up residence near the River Jordan, Bethlehem or Mt. Tabor. The late twelfth-cen-
tury group elected Mt. Carmel, the end of a mountain range that juts out above
the sea near present-day Haifa. Members of all three monotheistic religions
believed that the Israelite prophet Elijah had lived near its summit. In time the
dwellers on Mt. Carmel were joined by others and received the rule of life that the
community pictured here still follows.

The medieval forebears of the Little Rock community were inspired by
Elijah and earlier Christian hermits. Because fifth- and sixth-century Christian
writers who praised monastic (solitary), eremitic (desert) life had declared that he
was the first monk the world had ever seen, the prophet became an especially
encouraging model for their daily life. Present-day understanding has replaced
many medieval notions of monastic history, but values embodied in the old tradi-
tions remain. The nuns seen here live a thoughtful existence in which imitation of
models is especially important. Ideals associated with the Virgin Mary and Jesus of
Nazareth encourage their habits of love and beneficial action. Elijah is their oldest
traditional model for seclusion.

The twelfth-century hermits bequeathed a dedication to contemplative prayer to later Carmelites. The Bible records that all
three of their spiritual heroes —  Mary, Jesus and Elijah —  had moments of life-changing contact with God. Like their historical ances-
tors and their traditional models, the women seen here dedicate themselves to special responsiveness to their Lord. They are commit-
ted to interior prayer, an inner orientation that one contemporary Carmelite writer has called a “long, loving look at the Real.” Much
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rest of their existence may acquire a contemplative dimension, as well. As the
Desert Father Abbot Bessarion commented, “The monk should be all eye, like the
cherubim and seraphim.” Work, conversation, common prayer and the care of others
may all become contemplative.

Elements of the sisters’ daily life symbolize their aspirations. Outsiders often
wonder what it means when they call themselves Discalced Carmelites. The name
reminds them of an ideal condition of mind with which they hope to perform detach-
ment. Fourth- and fifth-century hermits wrote that they separated themselves from
others when they were ready for extreme challenges to their faith. The medieval her-
mits on Mt. Carmel left their European homes wanting to live nearer their Lord.
Descendants of the medieval Mt. Carmel group became a mendicant order, which,
among other things, meant that they chose to live without possessions. Carmelites of
the Middle Ages understood that if it was true penury instead of a pious charade, and
if it was carefully maintained with modest earnings from labor and a minimum of
charitable donations, poverty would free them from anxiety.

This was a new detachment added to older Christian reasons for separation
from ordinary life. The name Discalced, meaning Unshod Carmelites comes down to
the nuns from the sixteenth century, when the mystic Teresa of Avila led a reform in
the order that drew on ancient hermit ideals. Community poverty was increased.
New ways of interior prayer were instituted. Ever since that time Discalced
Carmelites have worn sandals — the shoes of the poor — to remind them of the sim-
plicity of heart that should underlie their deliberately modest exterior life.

Finally, the nuns have an American history. The community pictured here was founded in Little Rock in September 1950 by
Mothers Mary of Jesus and Mary Teresa of Jesus, who had
moved to Arkansas from another convent in Loretto,
Pennsylvania. After a frame house in which they were living
was damaged during the 1959 disturbances in Little Rock over
school integration, the community moved to the location seen
in the photographs.

This exhibition offers outsiders a rare glimpse of some
things that monastic women and men usually keep to them-
selves. Photographs in it may suggest how the sisters open
themselves to God. Other parts of the exhibit may suggest what
Mt. Carmel may mean to this particular group. Still others may
allow viewers to test prior presumptions about convent life. As
windows always do, the photographs will allow discovery of
some but not all of what could be seen if one were inside the
recorded experiences, and as windows and photographs always
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do, the exhibit will not only allow, but encourage certain responses. Guided by the photographer’s eyes, the exhibition almost
surely will lead viewers to wonder what makes these women do what they are doing. Why do the nuns iron in unison? Why do some
wear sandals but others shoes? What moves one sister to pray facing a crucifix but another to have a hedge clippers anywhere near a
second one? Why have they allowed these photographs to be taken?

Motives and special habits are usually the private business of practitioners of any specialized life. Outsiders usually have heard
of the classic monastic commitments to poverty, chastity and obedience, but the reasons for such choices are not often made public.
Outsiders don’t hear about the means for attaining such states nor their effect on adult life. Declining to explain oneself to outsiders
often has a practical as well as a theoretical dimension. Some things are only seen in the doing. It can waste time to try to explain a
lifestyle to people who are not inclined to try it out.

Nonetheless, the hiddenness and presumed exoticism of monastic life tend to attract curious interest. Outsiders do often guess
about motives. Sometimes it is thought that perhaps those who become nuns or monks do so because they do not like other human
beings. It will surprise some who see these photographs to discover that monastic life, even the eremitically flavored monastic life of
this contemplative community, is profoundly social. The nuns labor on behalf of each other. They are often in proximity to each other,
look at each other, share tasks and converse, although not always, of course. It is important to them to worship God together. Several
of the photographs suggest how, living in closer physical proximity to each other than many Americans live to their neighbors, the
nuns accomplish the additional solitude needed for thought and interior prayer.

When photographer Jim Young asked her how she thought others viewed the sisters, the prioress chose the image of the mir-
ror, not the image of the window for her explanation. Old thoughts concerning what happens when two beings love each other stand
behind the prioress’ words. For centuries it was believed that the act of loving changed lovers into mirrored images of each other.
Eyesight was important to the twinning in love. It was thought that a couple actually exchanged essences when they gazed into each
other’s eyes. Mirroring could occur between husband and wife, between two friends, between parent and child (for medieval Christians
the greatest human example of this was the spiritual communion of the Virgin and her Son) or between the soul and God.
Contemplation, especially of God but also of other beloved beings, resulted in union “as in a mirror.” Viewers could look at one lover
and see the other mirrored there. The prioress’ remark invites observers of her convent to see her community as alive, and as engaged
in love.

Jane Ackerman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor and Chair
Department of Philosophy and Religion
The University of Tulsa
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FRONT COVER

A brief midmorning respite from daily work.

PAGE 2
Care and feeding of greenhouse plants.

PAGE 3
(TOP) Even administrative work provides the occasion

for reflecting.
(BOTTOM) Icons and statues provide ever-present inspiration.

PAGE 4
A younger sister commits to the ministry of assisting

an elderly member.

PAGE 5
(TOP) The “Turn,” a vehicle used to maintain seclusion

in a cloistered life.
(BOTTOM) The making of communion bread and disseminating

it to other religious orders.

PAGE 7
Caring for the flowers that adorn

the various chapels and rooms in the cloister.

PAGE 8
Expressing oneness with God in that single moment 

of communion.

PAGE 9
Each sister fulfills her commitment to a balanced life 

in ways best suited to her.

PAGE 10
Carmelite habits symbolize a vow of poverty.

PAGE 11
Each sister has her own methods for praying 

and contemplating the Word of God.

PAGE 12
The sisters divide the necessary daily chores among themselves.

PAGE 13
Expressing the dignity of her child within.

PAGE 14
The current-day meaning of discalced, the wearing of sandals.

PAGE 15
The twelve-acre site requires competent, caring attention.

PAGE 16
Sisters feel the need for companionship and protection 

from time to time.

PAGE 17
Sisters are akin to an icon, expressing the image of love 

in all they do.

PAGE 18
Maintaining quality care and companionship.

PAGE 19
Sister hanging sheets.

PAGE 20
The artist plays a joke that brings holy laughter.

PAGE 21
Closing prayer services with candles.

PAGE 22
A favored roof-top site for aligning one’s soul 

with the Almighty.

PAGE 23
Every day each sister recommits to the mystery of 

her private relationship with God.

Photographs



Dedication and Thanks

This body of work is dedicated to all of the Discalced Carmelite Nuns of Little Rock, AR, who exposed their souls that others
might find their own. I acknowledge especially Sister Mary Magdalen, the Prioress who demonstrated the courage and vision to begin
this project, and Sr. Therese, her successor, who nourished it to completion. These holy women are a gift to the world, each in her own
special way. They have blessed my life beyond description, and have my profound gratitude, respect, and admiration.

I also extend deep gratitude to the following: Lisa LoPorto of Little Rock, AR, whose creative prompting and strong initiative
gained me access to the Carmelite Sisters; the Richard Florsheim Art Fund Board of Directors, whose generosity enabled this catalog
and exhibition to come to fruition; Frank L. Whitbeck of Little Rock, AR, whose friendship and personal generosity have sustained the
project from the beginning; Dr. Jane Ackerman, Associate Professor and Chair of Philosophy and Religion at The University of Tulsa,
who adds immeasurably to this presentation with her insightful and penetrating commentary; M. Teresa Valero, Applied Associate
Professor of Graphic Design at The University of Tulsa, and Elena Zorn, a graduate student in Graphic Design, who exercised their con-
siderable skills and talent in designing the catalog; and Alissa Marquis, whose technical skills and love of light produced the exhibition
prints. I give special heartfelt thanks to Stephen C. Sumner, Director of Visual and Performing Arts at The University of Tulsa, whose
vision and enthusiastic commitment have carried the series beyond my fondest dreams. And, of course, to Helen Jane Young, my life
partner and best friend, whose unconditional love nourishes the soul from which creativity flows, my abiding love and gratitude.

Jim Young

Technical Information

Cameras
Minolta 900i, 35mm; Leica M6, 35mm; Pentax 67, medium format

Film
Ilford Delta 400 Professional (shot mostly at 200 ASA)

Processing
Ilford Fiber Multigrade IV; silver gelatin print, selenium toned; Kodak Polymax Developer
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Bios

JIM YOUNG is a free-lance photographer who lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico. He exhibits widely throughout the United States
and abroad, and his work is held in many private and institutional collections. He is also the chief public relations officer and fund-rais-
er at the Pecos Benedictine Monastery in Pecos, New Mexico.

In 1991, the Fuad Abed Halabi Foundation of Puebla, Mexico, published a bilingual book, Ajijic; Impressions of the Heart, com-
memorating Jim’s work with indigents in Ajijic, New Mexico. A published poet, Jim has also completed four books on spiritual sub-
jects, awaiting publication. He has studied with National Geographic photographers Matt Bradley, Dewitt Jones, and Richard Cooke III,
as well as with documentary photographer Mary Ellen Mark and fine art photographer Siegfried Halus.

Jim Young’s latest project, Women of the Village, is an evolving body of work documenting lives of elderly women in places
like Greece, New Mexico, and Mexico.

JANE ACKERMAN is an Associate Professor of Religious Studies at The University of Tulsa. Her publications include articles
on Carmelite mystical writing and a translation of The Living Frame of Love, a mystical treatise by the sixteenth-century Discalced
Carmelite John of the Cross. She is completing the book Elijah, Prophet of Carmel, which examines the impact of stories told about
the mythic founder on the Carmelite order.

M. TERESA VALERO, Applied Associate Professor of Art, Graphic Design at The University of Tulsa, is a native of Venezuela.
She graduated from the University of Kansas with a bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design and Art History, and later received a mas-
ter’s degree in Art History. She is an active member in the advertising and design community in Tulsa. Valero has worked most of her
life as a photographer and graphic designer.

ELENA ZORN is a graduate student in Graphic Design at The University of Tulsa. She is currently enrolled in Third Floor
Designs, a student operated in-house studio that provides design services to local not-for-profit organizations.
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This exhibition, catalog and poster were made possible through generous gifts from the Garland Kilmer Memorial Fund,
Richard Florsheim Art Fund, Raymond and Bessie Kravis Foundation and Frank L. Whitbeck.
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